EDMONTON GLOBAL

CANADA

- Top talent
- A thriving innovation hub
- Access global markets
- Strong business foundation
- Great place to live

Top 5

UAlberta is ranked amongst the top 5 universities in the world for AI research

Canada's Artificial Intelligence Pioneers (L-R)

Yoshua Bengio - University of Montreal
Geoffrey Hinton - University of Toronto
Richard Sutton - University of Alberta
ALBERTA – CANADA’S MOST COMPETITIVE PROVINCE

- Lowest corporate taxes in Canada and by 2022 nearly the lowest in North America
- Highest labour productivity in Canada
- Investment from Fortune 500 companies, global energy leaders, and innovative start-ups
- The most public infrastructure in Canada per capita
- One of the best places in the world to live according to international rankings
- Fastest growing jurisdiction in North America
EDMONTON GLOBAL

EDMONTON METRO REGION

We are Young, Educated, and Growing

Y O U N G
Top community in Canada for youth and youth work

E D U C A T E D
130,000 students enrolled in 7 universities and colleges

G R O W I N G
The fastest growing region in Canada
ACCESS TO 1.5 BILLION CUSTOMERS

Trade agreements and transportation routes that are unparalleled
PORT ALBERTA

• An inland Port
• Foreign Trade Zone – manufacture and assemble as Canadian products
• Integrated supply chain and connections by Rail, Road, Air, and Pipeline
• Access Asia 3-4 days faster
• Circumpolar air routes to Asia and Europe
• 24-hour access for air transport
Edmonton Metropolitan Region